
HennaGlam
Temporary Colored Body Art in Henna Style

Storage
TEMPERATURE SENSITIVE! 
NO COLD, NO FREEZING
Store between 50-90°F  / 10-32°C
Best if used within 6 months

Honoring the history of mehndi and henna style, 
we are excited to share HennaGlam; our line of 

temporary body art that can be applied in henna 
styles, comes in a variety of colors, and is easily 

removed. And bonus, it’s latex free!

Begin with clean skin, give it a wipe with an alcohol pad.

Clean Tips ASAP by rinsing out with water before HennaGlam dries. Fill an extra Luer 
Bottle with water, attach your dirty tip and flush out. Use a clean, dry tip to draw more. 
Use a pin/thin wire to clean tips or plug them for a few minutes in between designs. 
When finished, tightly attach lid on bottle to store air tight up to one year. 

How to Apply HennaGlam
Screw the Luer Cap very TIGHTLY onto the HennaGlam bottle.
Gently twist the Luer Applicator Tip onto the bottle cap. 

If you prefer a cone... Use small cones to limit waste, a little goes a 
long way. Place 1-2 teaspoons in a cone, tape closed really well to 
avoid leakage. Cut a teeny tiny hole in your cone.

Squeeze VERY gently and apply to skin. Hold at an angle to control the flow. 
Touching the skin with the tip and dragging it over the skin helps keep a manageable 
slow flow and creates the fine, delicate lines that last the longest. 

Air bubbles may occur. Shaking HennaGlam will add bubbles, stop shaking it. 
We find it’s best to just ignore any bubbles and just keep drawing. 
Be careful not to smudge, it will leave a mark. 

HennaGlam is thinner than henna paste. Don’t squeeze your shapes like with henna 
paste, but outline and draw delicately. This limits the thick lines that wear off quickly. 

Fully dry in 10-30 minutes. Optional, dust with baby powder/talc/cornstarch if it feels 
a bit tacky.

3. apply

2. clean

1. prep

. clean up

5. remove

6. duration 1 day on fingers  1-3 days on back of hands       1-7 days on legs, calves, arms
*Places that bend or stretch a lot will rub off fastest.

Rubs off easily with a washcloth after a soak in the bath or shower. You can use 
make-up remover or just peel and rub off. Soaking in the bath or swimming will 
shorten HennaGlam’s life. Chlorine is NOT nice to HennaGlam!



What is “White Henna”?
White HENNA Stains do NOT exist, henna is a plant that creates a red dye in it’s leaf that STAINS skin.

Why do people call it “White Henna”, if White Henna doesn’t exist? It was just an unfortunate 
misunderstanding. People saw white lotion used for henna practice on social media and just called it 
‘white henna’.

There are safe body art products that can be used to replicate the look of henna and that’s what we 
are using, but it’s not henna, it’s not a stain or dye. It sits on top of the skin and does not soak in.
Henna style patterns on the body... people don’t know what to call it, so white henna is what we got 
stuck with. It’s a bit of ancient art colliding with technology! 

Hair-free areas are best. Ouch, when removed from hairy locations.

Fingers wear away first as they wiggle and work all day long. 
Legs, thighs, shoulders, arms tend to last the longest.

Apply in light, delicate lines. HennaGlam is designed to be THIN to create flat, smooth lines that 
last much longer than a thick line. It takes a little time to get used to the unique qualities of a new 
product so remember to have fun. 

quick tips

what is hennaglam?

Available in a rainbow of color choices, not just white!
Colors are blendable and customizeable
Long lasting and durable
Water-resistant
Non-staining
Latex Free
Easily removable, just peel or rub off
1 bottle creates 30-35 large “Sangeet Strip” Style designs (a fingertip to wrist pattern) 
 

HennaGlam is a one-step solution to the “white henna” craze. HennaGlam doesn’t stain the skin, it 
adheres to the top layer of the skin and can last several days, remove any time you want. 

what is hennaglam made of?
HennaGlam is a body art product made of only skin safe ingredients that are FDA compliant and ap-
proved for skin. Water-based and acrylic-based ingredients, adhesives, pigments, body paint. 
Latex Free, Non-Toxic, Hypo-Allergenic.

     For more info, tutorials or to order more supplies visit
enjoy your henna caravan body art supplies!          1.800.89.HENNA

@HennaCaravanwww.HennaCaravan.com  Camarillo, CA 93012   


